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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like LAZY WRITERS!

The Steaming Pile
Straight from You-Know-Where!

Rejected Winter Carnival Jingles for Next Year!
From out of the snow
Icy genitals grow

Snow falls like a demon
Coating us with sky-semen

Drugs are our vice
When they’re made out of ice

Goin’ to the store
To buy us some whores

Pimps and hos look so nice
Who needs the snow
When they’re decked out in ice When you have hookers and blow?
Serial killers survive
With their icy knives

In a zoo carved so neat
Which ones can I eat?

Finest memes arise
Under frozen skies

When the weather becomes mild
Snow Cows run wild

Once in a drunken stupor
Everyone becomes a Yooper

Winter’s chill brings out the urgin’
At Carnival’s end few are left virgins.

From all over the state
Whose shit can we take?

Transfiguring snow leaves us wishin’
We were real magicians

Valentine’s Day comes soon
Dreams pop like balloons

Hogwarts is full of magic and owls
But my hooters draw drunken howls!

Booze flows like a river
To corrupt our livers

When the winds become frigid
Snow-dicks get more rigid

Team Bullhead.gif has only TWO
broomball games left! Come
watch us FLAIL LIKE EELS.

Mother Nature Trolls MTU
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

Meteorologists in Marquette, MI have predicted that Mother Nature
has indeed trolling the MTU community and has been for the past
month. Scientists first noticed something wrong when Broomball began to be canceled more and more often in what should be the
height of winter. Knowing this should never have happened, meteorologists began to pay specific attention to Houghton weather
for the Winter Carnival week. During this past week, meteorologists
observed that Winter Carnival statues were facing issues with the
heat, even causing the snow speakers to collapse prior to carnival.
The final observation was recorded the nights after the all nighter,
...see Weather Poops on back

Got more ideas
for awful/rejected Carnival
Themes?
Be part of the
best publication
EVER and send
us your rhyming
couplets! We’ll
probably print
them and make
you...
FAMOUS!

Tech Hosts First-Annual
“Shower Idol” Competition
By Sam Schall -- Daily Bull

Finally, this week, we will crown the first winner of “Shower Solo!” This
is the next big hit of all singing competitions and is soon to be the next
big thing. Remember, the grand prize winner gets their next semester
room and board paid for and a record done with the sound and audio
equipment on campus. Such a big and prestigious prize for this competition is deserving of a big winner. And who is the winner going to be?
With the final to the first campus wide shower singing competition coming up, we should review what has happened over this premier season.
Over the winter break, students all submitted recordings of them singing in the shower. After a long process of going through and rejecting
the ones that were accidental shower sex, the primary judges moved
all the good candidates up to the three judges of this contest: University President Glenn Mroz, Professor Carl Blair and the Bull’s own Liz Fujita.
It took these three judges only a week to pick the top 16 contestants.
When questioned, Carl Blair was noted saying that most of the people
they went through were bad but there were a few rather good
...see Shampoo Microphone on back
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

10% Student Discount
Everyday On Every Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

The top 16 were soon informed
of their honor to be in the running
still. One girl was so excited, she
slipped and fell down the icy hill
next to Wads. Oops. They all eagerly submitted each week a new
soundtrack to be judged. For the
sake of the competition, all names
are stage names. The soundtracks
were voted on each week by
the campus population and the
contest the number is cut in half.
This being the final week, we have
Scented Lotion going up against
Rubic Cube. Scented Lotion, a
lovely girl’s voice, is covering
Adele’s Set Fire to the Rain. Her
voice is a little high for the song
but Scented Lotion has had a
strong showing throughout. Rubic
Cube is a man’s voice and is, this
week, singing All American Reject’s Dirty Little Secret. He wasn’t
a crowd favorite, almost losing to
last week’s cut again Starburst,
having sung a Nickleback song
(“BOOOOO” said Fujita). But who
will be in the winner’s circle?
Check back next week! And remember to vote online at www.
ss.students.mtu.edu/fake.
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where wind chills and temperatures dipped below zero and
ten respectively. Witnesses have
even reported hearing the Trololo song very faintly in the wind
while they froze while watching
broomball.
“It’s ridiculous,” a broomball referee stated, “we couldn’t build
our statue how we liked it due
to the warmth, but now, when I
have to ref, I’m practically getting
frostbite from this wind.”

Winter Baja 2012
Come see Baja teams from around
the country compete on an off-road
track made out of snow and ice!
FREE; concessions available

SATURDAY FEB 18th
Races at 10a, 2p, 3:30p
Lake Linden Park
(15 minutes north on M-28)

Hosted by the Blizzard Baja SAE Enterprise
More details, contact Grant Cox, gjcox@mtu.edu

DAT AD. AWWW YEAH.

Reports from Rehki hall, where
CS majors are monitoring 4chan
around the clock for Mother
Nature trolling activity, have returned positive results.

crease of weather-related posts
all seemingly related to Houghton. The trolling was so intense,
even some of the normal trolls
who browse 4chan felt bad for
MTU.”

“During carnival, there was an in-

Due to the overall anger from

the Houghton community, many
organizations have began to
organize a giant “fuck you” ceremony to Mother Nature. Activities include giving the finger to
the sky, shouting obscenities at
clouds, and playing broomball in
the wet rinks.

Liam Neeson Movies

SEARCHER

Brought to you by - Liz Fujita

STEER

singers. Liz Fujita, on the other
hand, was laughing at the idea of
the contest and was thoroughly
enjoying the opportunity to be a
judge. Glenn Mroz was happy at
the thought they could get more
money for another golden boat.

...from Weather Poops on front
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...from Shower Idol on front
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